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Abstract.
This paper describes the development of a pedagogy
that aims to engage architecture students in principles of mechanical
computation and to develop critical thinking on how information and
computation can be manifested and performed tectonically. I pose the
question: Can we create architectures that compute?
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1. COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN VS. DESIGN COMPUTATION
Since the birth of computing, two intertwined directions dominate the discourse
on architectural computing in education, research, and practice. The first, coming
from design studies, inquires design as a process, asking the question “is designing
computable?” The second, coming from cybernetics and systems theory, inquires
design as an artifact, as well as its relationship with its user(s), asking the question
“is inhabiting computable?” While the relationship between computing and
designing has retained strong connections with design theories, the relationship
between computing and inhabiting has not. Designing architectural typologies
from shape grammar rules (Stiny and Gips 1972; Mitchell 1989) has been
paralleled to the process of composing syntactically valid sentences from language
grammar rules (Chomsky 1964), evolving into a procedural theory of designing. In
contrast, since the MIT Architecture Machine Group’s Media Room (Bolt 1980),
designing intelligent environments has done little more than appending computing
technology (sensors, actuators) to architecture and assigning it anthropomorphic
behaviors, with no critical theories on how computing technology, materials, and
building typology affect each other.
There are two reasons, I argue, for this. The first is that the medium with
which information is manifested (electric voltage) is invisible and the speed with
which it is processed by a computer is imperceptibly fast. As a consequence, the
actual workings of computation are experientially unnoticeable and difficult to
express architecturally. The second reason is that, when architecture students learn
programming for Interactive Computing, they are trained in high-level languages
that further mask the machine code that drives computation. The invisibility
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of information and computation and the de-contextualization of programming
from the mechanics of computing, miss the opportunity to use computation as
a medium to drive design, and mask the potential contribution that architectural
design theories can make in computing.
This paper describes the development of a pedagogical approach in a
project-based seminar at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC)
that aims to engage students in principles of mechanical computation and develop
critical thinking on how information and computation can be manifested and
performed tectonically, through architecture. The course poses the question: What
if the built environment could compute? Can we design computation instead of
computing design? Can we, and if so, how should we, design environments that
compute? Selected student projects are presented and discussed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, I trace the origins of
mechanical computation and I show examples of mechanical computing devices,
arguing that information manifestation and computation are inseparable from
physical form. Next, I discuss how the concept of mechanical computation and the
design of mechanical logic gates can extend to design architectural machines that
can compute by changing their states from human movement and natural forces.
I then describe a seminar assignment in which students created a binary adding
machine, in order to learn principles of computing and logic circuits. Finally, I
conclude by discussing my insights and reflections on teaching computer sciences
to architects based on input from students’ feedback.
2. FROM MECHANICAL TO ARCHITECTURAL COMPUTATION
While traces of the history of computing and informatics extend as far as the
first bonfire relay telecommunication systems in the 12th century BC in Greece
(Holzmann and Pehrson 1994), the first working digital computer ever constructed
is thought to be an ingenious arrangement of ropes and pulleys in the jungle of
Apraphul in New Guinea dating back to 850 AD (Dewdney 1988). Apraphulians
used a binary system by using positions of ropes instead of electric voltages.
Other early examples include the 18th’century’s internet of optical telegraphy
(Papanikolaou, n.d.). Optical telegraphs were mechanical devices of architectural
scale that could store, transmit and process information through physical form for
hundreds of miles distance within a matter of few minutes (Holzmann and Björn
Pehrson 1994). The first automatic mechanical calculator, called the difference
engine, was invented by Charles Babbage. The Tinker Toy Computer, a 1975
mechanical computer that plays tic-tac-toe made by MIT students (Dewdney 1989).
In 1994, Chalcraft and Greene, published a paper showing that train sets can
be Turing complete (Chalcraft and Greene 1994) and designed railway layouts
that simulate the operation of a computing machine (Hayes 2007). Basically, a
railway layout represents a program. Turing trains consist of a set of loops and
joints. As the train locomotion moves forward, it opens and closes switches and
gates, changing the registries. By configuring railway layouts, any program and
any problem can be computed. Digi-Comp II, a marble computer designed by
John T. Godfrey in 1965, was an automatic binary digital mechanical computer
capable of performing basic arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction,
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multiplication and division. By rolling marbles through gravity through latches
and gates. The configuration of the gates creates registries and the consecutive
passes of marble spheres changes the states of the logic gates. One year later,
Godfrey designed Dr. Nim, a plastic digital mechanical computer toy that was
published by EST Inc. to be played by one player that was claimed to be unbeatable.
Like the Digi Comp II, Dr. Nim consisted of flip-flops (mechanical latches that
story memory by their state) that, when combined in cascades, determine the
path of a marble. As the marble moves it changes the state of the flip-flops and
concurrently the state of the flip-flops determines its path.

Figure 1. Examples of mechanical computing devices: 1: An Apraphulian multiplexer; 2:
Optical telegraph building that changes the configuration of its panels to encode 6-bit
characters; 3: The Babbage differential engine; 4: Turing Trains, implementation of the
Digi-Comp II; 5: Dr. Nim marble-powered mechanical computing toy by J. T. Godfrey; 6:
Turing Tumble marble-powered mechanical computer toy by Paul Boswell.

A recent example of a mechanical computer is Turing Tumble which teaches
basics of computing. Other examples include fluidic logic circuits with air
bubbles (Prakash and Gershenfeld 2007) and mechanical binary adding machines
by folding linkages (“The Linkage Computer | Xiaoji Chen’s Design Weblog”
n.d.). Most recently, mechanical computing automata can be designed to create
3D-printed intelligent digital mechanical meta-materials (Ion et al. 2017). By 3D
printing a cell-structure consisting of logic gates, materials can be designed so that
they compute and control their shapes based on their deformation due to applied
loads. Despite the physicality of computing, mechanical computation is absent
from current discourses in architectural education.
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3. A PEDAGOGICAL EXPERIMENT
The pedagogical challenge for students was straightforward. If we can create
computation by trains, marbles, linkages, ropes and pulleys, fluids and bubbles,
and mechanical latches, then why can’t we create computation with architecture,
using as energy sources things such as flow of people, tidal forces, wind, traffic
of vehicles, and in general any other natural or anthropogenic source of energy?
To further explore this issue practically at an object-scale, a design assignment
was developed as part of a project-based seminar taught at UNCC’s School of
Architecture (SoA) during fall 2018. Participating students were graduates from
Architecture, Computer Science, and Software Information Systems backgrounds.
In what follows, I describe the general pedagogy of the assignment and how it was
interpreted in selected representative student projects.
3.1. MECHANICALLY COMPUTING ARTIFACTS

The seminar challenged students to imagine the built environment as a
computational medium to connect humans and to design a project that supports
their thesis, through the following premise: “What if the built environment
could intelligently sense and mediate our interactions?” The seminar surveyed
foundational skills in mechanical computing while emphasizing critical thinking
and tradeoffs between technical complexity, design decisions, functionality, and
quality of craft. Working in teams of 2-3 persons, students were asked to design
and create a mechanically computing device that can interact with a user using
a physical medium of their choice. In designing their devices, students ought to
specify what the device does, how it interacts with a user, and how it uses energy
to compute. In doing so, students ought to first understand the concept of a switch,
a relay, and a gate. Students were presented with the following premise.
Is it possible to design a physical mechanism such that it tells us “yes” for
some input configurations while “no” for others? Suppose input configurations
to be combinations of simple questions that can have a “yes” or “no” state. If
such mechanism existed and its inputs were configured by some properties of
the environment while its outputs used energy from the environment to configure
some other properties of it, then the system would be able to make decisions based
on environmental changes, and interact logically with the environment, utilizing
natural energy. Consider each input as a switch with two states. On one hand, the
state of a switch can control flow of energy; on the other hand, flow of energy can
control the state of a switch. By using the flow of energy that is controlled by one
switch to control another switch, cascades of switches can be created that work as
relays. Depending on the configuration of the states of two linked switches, a relay
can be forward, meaning that a change in the state of the input switch causes a
similar change in the state of the output switch, or reverse, meaning that a change
in the state of the input switch causes an opposite change in the state of the output
switch. By combining forward and backward relays, logic gates can be created.
Logic gates take two inputs and produce an output and they are the fundamental
blocks for building logic circuits.
The duration of the assignment was three weeks. Teams first studied principles
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of Boolean logic, logic circuits, and studied examples of mechanical computation.
Next, they developed design ideas for a switch, a relay, and the three basic logic
gates (AND, OR, and NOT) for creating logic circuits. Next, using their relays,
they developed functional prototypes of the three basic logic gates. Finally, they
combined their logic gates to create a more complex mechanically computing
machine. In designing their relays and gates, teams were asked to consider the
following questions: How does your relay harvest, store, and release energy in
order to change another relay? Does the output of one gate have the same format
as the input? How can multiple relays connect in a cascade such that when one
relay changes its state, it triggers its connecting relay to change its state as well?
Considered forms of energy included mechanical movement, fluidic movement,
wind flow, vehicle traffic, electrical current, sound, and pressure.
3.2. CREATING LOGIC GATES MECHANICALLY

Mechanical computing machines can be created by inventing analog ways to create
logic gates and to connect their outputs to their inputs. A mechanically computing
machine describes inputs using components that can take two states (bits) and
computes by manipulating the state of each component procedurally, using energy
from the environment. Figure 2 shows how a logic circuit can be physically
simulated by trainsets (“Computational Train Track Layouts” n.d.). The train
track consists of loops, that reverse the direction of the train, and of intersections
with switches that act as flip-flows: if a train traverses them from one direction, it
changes their state; if it traverses them from the opposite direction, they determine
its direction. By configuring loops, intersections, and switches, any computer
program can be simulated by a railway layout and a train that traverses it.

Figure 2. Examples showing how the four basic gates AND, OR, NAND, and NOR (left), can
be mechanically simulated by trainsets (right).
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3.3. ADDING BINARY

In order to narrow down the design exploration, teams were asked to design and
prototype a binary adding machine using gravity and marbles as a source of energy.
A binary adding machine takes two numbers as binary inputs and outputs their
sum. The simplest binary adding machine -a half-adder- adds two binary digits
and outputs their sum and carry bit. A half-adder can be thought of as two separate
functions: sums and carries. Figure 3 shows how adding two binary numbers is
divided into two Boolean truth tables, the first representing the carry bit and the
second representing the sum bit. The carry bit is used as an overflow to the next
digit, if numbers with more than one digits are added. As Figure 3 shows, a binary
adding machine can be constructed by combining an Exclusive OR (XOR) and an
AND gates: the carry bit is an AND gate while the sum bit is an XOR gate.

Figure 3. A binary adding table of two digits (left) can be decomposed into a table for the carry
bit (center) and a table for the sum bit (right). The two tables are an AND and an XOR gate.

4. RESULTS
Three teams developed three designs shown in Figures 4 and 5. The first team
developed a half-adder (the basic module that comprises a binary adding machine)
using a design strategy for flip-flops similar to Digi-Comp II’s. One interesting
aspect of this design is that the type of the inputs is different than the type of the
outputs. While inputs are configured by the positions of the flip-flops of each unit,
outputs are determined by the positions of the exiting marbles (Figs. 4:1, 5:1).
The second team developed a binary adding machine consisting of cubic
modules. Instead of configuring flip-flops, this machine is programmed by
inserting a 3D-printed ribbon-shaped piece, the form of which configures the logic
circuit in a similar manner that punch cards were used to program early-generation
computers (Figs. 4:2, 5:2). The machine uses marbles dropped from the top to
perform computation. The entry and exit positions of the marbles indicate its
inputs and outputs respectively. The XOR gate of the half-adder is bigger than
the AND gate, and it is constructed by a NAND, an OR, and an AND gates.
The full-adder consists of two half adders and one reverse half-adder. The carry
bit generated from the first half-adder indicates whether the second half-adder or
the reverse half-adder will be used to complete the computation. The third team
developed a machine that resembled a vertical labyrinth carved in a planar sheet of
plywood (Figs. 4:3, 5:3). This machine could not be reprogrammed. To guarantee
proper sequence of computational sub-procedures, the third team designed zig-zag
paths that slowed down the trajectories of some of the marbles (delays).
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Figure 4. Student projects for mechanical binary adding machines. The machines add two 3-bit
binary numbers and consist of logic gates. The logic gates consist of flip-flops that change
their binary state as marbles pass through them and control the paths of the marbles. .

Figure 5. 1, 2: Diagrams showing the connection of the half-adder modules. The carry-out
marble from a module becomes the carry-in marble to the next module. 3: Diagram showing
the location and type of logic gates. A and B are inputs while buffers are delay mechanisms.
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5. DISCUSSION
Several teaching and learning challenges emerged during the assignment, most
of which related to preconceptions from digital electronics. One challenge was
to conceptually distinguish between state of information and source of energy,
when designing logic gates. State is something that stays constant over time until
it is changed by flow of energy. State and energy may or may not be of the
same medium: in electronic computing, they are both manifested by electricity;
in Chalcraft and Greene’s trainsets, however, states are represented by switches
while energy is transferred by trains. Moreover, state may or may not need energy
to be preserved: electronic flip-flops need energy to preserve their state (high/low
voltage); mechanical switches, however, need not. Failure to distinguish between
state of information and source of energy caused some students to confuse flow of
trains with flow of electrons, assuming that designing a logic gate with trainsets
would require two or more trains to enter a box and one (or none) train to exit.
Another challenge was to understand that state of information and flow of
energy must each manipulate the other in order to create computing machines
in which inputs and outputs have the same types. In logic circuits consisting
of logic gates, inputs and outputs must have the same types so that the output
from one machine can become the input of another. In order to achieve this,
state of information must manipulate flow of energy, and flow of energy must
manipulate state of information. For example, in Chalcraft and Greene’s trainsets,
the state of switches (information) manipulate flow of trains (energy), and the
flow of trains manipulates the state of the switches; in Digi-Comp II, the state
of latches (information) manipulates flow of marbles (energy), and the flow of
marbles manipulates the state of the latches. Likewise, in digital electronics, the
state of flip-flops (information) manipulates flow of electrons (energy), and the
flow of electrons manipulates the state of the flip-flops. This feedback interaction
between state of information and flow of energy allows inputs and outputs to be
of the same type. Failure to understand this relationship caused some students
to design machines with inputs and outputs of different types that could not be
combined into more complex logic circuits.
Another challenge was to understand that computation may be slow and
asynchronous as opposed to fast and synchronous. Since mechanical latches can
store information in their state, change the flow of energy with their state, change
their state from the flow of energy, or keep their state unchanged if energy is not
flowing, computation steps can advance when energy is available and pause when
energy is unavailable, creating asynchronous systems in which inputs need not be
entered simultaneously. In contrast, in most digital electronics, computation is
performed synchronously in cycles determined by a computer clock.
Another challenge for architecture students was to learn to design systems that
store and use energy to “do something,” as opposed to objects that passively afford
“being used for something”. This required from students to simplify their designs
to the extent they could build them and prove their functionality, introducing
a success criterion that were not being used to during their design education.
To prepare students with the necessary technical skills, two assignments on
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engineering design were introduced. The first, asked students to reverse engineer
a mechanically actuated toy by disassembling it, listing all parts and their
interconnections, and explaining how parts interact in a causal relationship to
actuate the toy. The second assignment asked students to work in teams designing
a functional mechanically actuated toy car. Toy cars ought to be designed for
laser cutting and manual assembly with no adhesives or fasteners. One student
that missed these two assignments, struggled more than others, afterward.
Finally, another challenge was contextualization. While most students could
understand how logic gates work, when they were asked to design a computing
machine that does something meaningful, they found the task too open-ended. To
address this, students were asked to create a computing machine that performs
a particular task (add two numbers). In a future iteration of this course, more
open-ended design assignments will follow these prescribed design problems.
5.1. LEARNING COMPUTING WITH HANDS

In discussing teaching of computer sciences to architects, Nicholas Negroponte
emphasized the importance for architecture students to learn computing tactilely
with their hands (Negroponte 1975). This was precisely the motivation and
objective of these experimentations. The combination of the Boolean logic truth
tables and the hands-on assignments, aimed to give students a different perspective
on what computation is. In the own words of the students:
Survey Question (author): In the first part of the class we focus on computation
and information theory not digitally but mechanically. In what ways does this
approach affect or challenge your understanding or existing preconceptions of
computation, specifically in relation to architecture?
Student A: At first, I didn’t know computation from this deep perspective. Now
I really understand the vastness of computation. The first 2 projects were quite
different and many aspects and quite similar many. Both of them were enjoyable.
I really liked the relation of computation and architecture in the last project.
Student B: Computation is always thought to be this mystic and difficult field
to get into. The Mechanical computation, certainly helped in demystifying it and
helped in understanding that static structure can do complex computations. The
concept of space, time, form, composition, functionality, etc which are central
to any architectural project were applicable to the design and understanding of
mechanical systems and for making a mechanical adder.
Student C: It is definitely a side I have yet to experience in architecture. Most
of my experience is purely digital and theoretical, so applying it to real life is an
interesting challenge.
Student D: Specifically, being a CS student, the concept of computing using
physical media has not only been a complete 180 in terms of approach but also
has made me broaden my understanding of computation capabilities overall.
My purpose through this pedagogy is not to suggest that computation in
architecture should be mechanical instead of digital but rather to engage students
in thinking that computation is not an abstract notion but rather something that
can be designed physically. As such, its connection to architecture may extend
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beyond that of a host of computing to that of a medium of computing. As this
investigation is still in progress, it is early to provide comprehensive conclusions.
Insights, however, are valuable in the discourse of architectural computing
education. As computing and informatics become inseparable aspects of social
life, their academic disciplines become increasingly more influential on the built
environment. In contrast, a reluctance of Architecture to embrace these changes
critically, may slowly push the discipline out of its own domain. Independently
of the degree of elaboration of each project, all student investigations provided a
tactile perspective on the mechanics of computation that helped students not only
to deepen their understanding on the topic but most importantly to challenge their
preconceptions about what intelligent architecture is and about what (if any) the
boundary between architecture and computation might be.
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